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I. IHTRGDUCEQIi 

YJhen a neutron is captured by a nucleus of atomic weight A, a 

compound nucleus of atomic weight (A 4- 1) is formed in a highly excited 

state. For nuclei of intermediate weight, the excitation energy is 

about 7 Me? (the binding energy of the neutron) plus the kinetic energy 

of the incident neutron. If the neutron energy- is sufficiently low so 

that there is but a small probability for the occurence of such competing 

reactions as (n, p), (n, 2n), (n, cl ) and (n, spallation), the excess 

energy will be released by the emission of a single gamma ray or by a 

cascade of gamma rays involving several of the levels of the compound 

nucleus. This type of reaction is termed "radiative capture" and is 

represented by (n,^ ). 

Since the probability of gamma ray emission is proportional to 

4-^) j,s the transition energy, & is the angular momentum change), 

only a few of the many levels of the compound nucleus will be involved. 

The available energy can be expected to be released in a time of the 

-13 
order of 10 sec, since that fraction which may be delayed due to the 

formation of an isomeric state is small compared to the total excitation 

energy, and the amount of Internal conversion, is usually less than 

about 0.1 per cent (£51). 

The level density in the compound nucleus at energies corresponding 

to the capture of thermal or epithermal neutrons is usually sufficiently 

small so that the capture cross section is characterized by resonances 

* For neutron energies 10 - 100 lev, the term "resonance capture" 
is frequently used. 
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which are suitably explained by Breit-Wlgner type formulae. However, 

for increasing energy of the bombarding neutrons, the -level density 

becomes greater and the resonances more closely spaced until the 

resonances overlap and the cross section becomes a smoothly varying 

function of energy (M?2). This usually occurs for neutron energies 

greater than about 100 Hev, and the cross section may then be expected 

to vary approximately as E^2 (Ea is the energy of the bombarding 

neutrons). 

Much work has been done in recent years on the measurement of 

energy levels in light nuclei (L52); however, relatively little data 

has been obtained for nuclei with Z > 10. She (nf~C ) process, as 

described above, suggests the following methods of measuring such 

energy levels: 

(1) Resonances, In the range of neutron energies 10 - 100 Hev, 

the observation of resonances in the (n,*f ) cross section may be 

utilized to measure the energy levels of the compound nucleus, fhls 

method may also be used without explicitly measuring the absolute cross 

section, but by merely measuring the ratio of the number of gamma rays 

emitted to the number of incident neutrons. These resonances, both in 

the cross section and in the gamma ray yield, should be descrlbable by 

Sreit-Wigner type formulae. 

(2) Inelastic scattering. Since the cross section for radiative 

capture is, in general, a decreasing function of energy, if a neutron 

were inelastically scattered from on® of the target nuclei, it would 

have an increased probability of being captured and producing rays. 

She gamma ray yield, as a function of neutron energy in this region, 

would increase sharply when the level energy was reached, giving rise to 

(2) 



an "absorption edge," similar to those familiar in atomic processes. 

She slope of the leading edge will not he Infinite due to the range of 

neutron energies inherently in the beam. She trailing edge will fall 

off relatively slowly, a superposition of two effects: (a) the neutrons 

are less likely to be inelastlcally scattered as their energy increases 

above the level energy, and (b) the cross section for the capture of the 

low energy neutrons is also decreasing. Hence, the gamma ray-yield 

curve would be quite asymmetric and could easily be distinguished from the 

resonance type curve of (1), for sufficient energy resolution of the 

neutron beam. The absorption edges would measure the level energies of 

the target nucleus (mass A), while the resonances would yield the levels 

of the compound system (mass A+ 1). 

The technique of measurement of the energies of the individual 

gamma rays of the cascades to establish the level structure of the 

compound nucleus has been used extensively at Chalk River by Kinsey and 

How, a scintillating crystal and its associated electronic 

equipment cannot usually resolve the pulses due to two gamma rays sepa¬ 

rated by a time interval less than about a microsecond. Therefore, even 

with 100$ efficiency, such a system could not record more than a single 

pulse from the gamma rays resulting from the radiative capture of a 

single neutron (isomeric effects neglected). This fact will not effect 

the measurement of the relative gamma ray yields, however, and a 

scintillator composed of elements of high. Z would be expected to be a 

useful instrument to observe the processes (1) and (2) above. 

Inorganic crystals are more suitable for the detection of gamma 

Ms co-workers with thermal neutrons 

rays because of their higher Z relative to organic crystals. Of the 

(3) 



inorganic scintillators, sodium iodide activated vith a small percentage 

of thallium produces the largest pulses of light when irradiated by 

gama rays. 2he isotopic composition of Hal is exactly Imova, since only 
gz Jjgy 

one isotope of both sodium (Ha- ) and iodine (I ) occurs naturally. 

The disadvantage of using Ual(Tl) crystals as detectors of gamma rays 

from radiative capture processes is that the gamma rays must he detected 

127 . 128 
in the presence of neutrons, and the cross section for I (n,T )I 

is rather large — 107 mb at E^ r 1Mev (£&$). She corresponding value 

for Ha2** (n,^ )Ha2^ is only O.29 mb. Sherefore, in order to be able to 

use a Hal(Sl) crystal for the study of (n,*T ) processes, one must first 

inow the fora of the gama ray-yield curve produced by placing the crystal 

directly in the neutron beam. If this curve shows maxy resonances and 

absorption edges, the use of such crystals for the investigation of 

radiative capture processes will be severely limited; if, on the other 

hand, the gamma ray-yield curve is a smoothly varying function of 

neutron energy, with only a few resonances and absorption edges, these 

irregularities can easily be subtracted to yield the form of the gamma ray- 

yield curve for the element being investigated. 

It is, therefore, the purpose of the investigation reported in this 

paper to determine the suitability of the Hal(3?l) crystal for the study 

of radiative capture processes. A secondary purpose is to investigate 

the level structure of sodium and iodine insofar as it is possible from 

the form of the yield curve in the range of neutron energies considered. 

A brief discussion of the Hal(Tl) crystal will be given, a3 veil as 

seme of the properties of the particular crystal used. The method of 

measurement and the experimental results will be discussed, and the 

various conclusions will be summarized. 



II. THE Bal(Tl) CEXSTHL 

I. General 

The scintillation properties of Eal(Tl) crystals are veil known 

[ (148), (B50), (SpOa), (S&X), (J50a), (J52), (X49), (?50), (252) and 

many others J ; however, a few of their more important characteristics 

should he pointed out. 

The average wavelength of the fluorescent radiation produced hy a 

Bal(Tl) crystal when irradiated with gamma rays (or charged particles) 

is about 4100 A, and the crystal is transparent to its own radiation 

(HpOa). Therefore, the fraction of the energy released in the form of 

fluorescent radiation that reaches the photocathode surface of the 

photomultiplier tube to which the crystal may he attached is relatively 

high. The fact that Hal(Tl) crystals are transparent to their own 

radiation permits the use of rather large crystals, so that the effi¬ 

ciency for counting gamma rays may he made q.ulte high. 

Bal(Tl) is extremely hygroscopic, and, hence, crystals to he used 

as detectors must he hermetically sealed* The crystals are usually 

sealed in light containers with some reflecting material (e.g., MgO) 

surrounding the crystal except for the surface through which the 

fluorescent radiation is permitted to enter the photomultiplier tube. 

The counting properties of lal(Tl) crystals are completely unaffected 

hy atmospheric conditions (146), (H51). 

The decay time of the Mal(Tl) crystal pulse is approximately 

The decay time is defined as the time required for the intensity 
of the fluorescent radiation to fall to l/e of its maximum value. 

(5) 



0.25 /*. sec (H5Oa), and, hence, these crystals are entirely suitable for 

counting gemma rays separated by tines on the order of one microsecond. 

The pulse heights produced by the Hal(Tl) crystal-photomultiplier 

system are found to be linear functions of energy (both for gamma rays 

and for charged particles ) up to at least 15 Her (352), (Bl#), (J50). 

Since the thallium content in a Eal(Tl) crystal is usually less than 

0.5$, the absorption coefficient of the crystal for gamma rays of a 

particular energy may be calculated by merely adding the values for 

sodium and for Iodine at that particular energy. Using Hof stader and 

McIntyre*s curve for the absorption coefficient of iodine (H50) and 

Davisson and Evans* calculated values for sodium (D52), a curve (Figure 1.) 

for the total absorption coefficient in Hal as a function of gamma ray 
' ■ ' -1 

energy was plotted. It may be seen that jL s 0.14 cm for gamma ray 

energies 2,5 to 7 Mev. 

2, Characteristics of the Crystal Used 

The Hal(Tl) crystal used in this Investigation vac cylindrical in 

shape, l" in diameter and 1** in length. A glass window of thickness 

0.125** vas in contact vith one of the flat surfaces while the remaining 

surfaces were coated vith M@0 and sealed in a 23 aluminum container of 

thickness 0.051**. The thallium content vas approximately 0.25$, 

The linear character of the energy response of the crystal vas 

tested vith the view that the photoelectric peak of the pulse height 

* Except for alpha- and heavier particles, in which case the pulses 
are somewhat smaller (251), (L052). 

** Specifications supplied by the manufacturer, Larco Jfuclear 
Instrument Company, Palisades Park, Hew Jersey. 

(6) 
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distribution ounre for the 0*66$ Mev gamma ray from Cs could he used 

to determine the slope of the energy vs. pulse height curve before each 

22 137 
experimental ran. She radiations of Inoun energy from la , Cs and 

ThC" ware used in the calibration* and the energy response curve is shown 

in Figure 2. It is seen to be <p&te linear* in agreement with the 

investigations quoted above. 

\ ' 137 ' ' : ; : : 
A pulse height distribution curve for the Cs gamma ray is shown 

* . 
in Figure 3. The resolution is found to be 21$, and the peak-to- 

valley ratio is 3.6 t 1. On the basis of this Resolution and the linear 

response to energy, it was considered sufficient to calibrate the slope 

■’ ' ' ■' ' ' ' ' ■ • ■ ■' ■ 137 ' ' ' 
of the energy response ourve with a Cs source before each experimental. 

run. 

Uhder the assumptions that neutrons are captured uniformly throughout 

the crystal* that the .absorption coefficient is independent of the gamma 

•1 
ray energy from 2.3 to 7 Mev and Is equal to 0.14 cm * and that there is 

no correlation between the direction of the Incident neutrons and the 

directions of the emitted gamma rays* an expression for the efficiency 

stay be obtained. However* this expression is not integrable by ordinary 

means and a numerical solution ms thought too tedious to perform. 

Therefore, an approximation that is probably good to 13$, viz.* that the 

gamma rays all originate at the center of the crystal* was used. 

1 - <e>X)AV] (II,2.1) Efficiency ($) = 100 x 

where x is the distance from the center of the crystal to the surface. 

* Resolution ($) : 100 x width at ha If-maxima (Mav)/ 0,66$. 

(8) 
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In this approximation, the efficiency was calculated to be 20$. (The 

efficiency for gaum rays entering the crystal from outside parallel 

to the axis is 30$,) 

The average solid angle subtended by the crystal at a point on 

the axis of the crystal, a> , nay be calculated, to a sufficient approx¬ 

imation, in the followlng nanaer; 

1 = length of the crystal 

distance from the point to a position on the axis 
inside the crystal 

distance from the point to the nearer surface of 
the crystal 

radius of the crystal 

X.Xx (11*2*2) 

How, B z JH z l”, and in the experiment, “X, = 2”, 

therefore, oo= ^ /2k r 0*131 steradians* 

3* The Experimental Arrangeaent 

3 
Monoenergetic neutrons from the reaction T(p, n)Ee were used; the 

protons were accelerated in the Bice Institute 2 Mev Tan de Graaff 

electrostatic generator* The tritium target was made by absorbing tritium 

gas in an evaporated film of zirconium* The total thickness of the 

target to protons of energy 1-2 Mev was approximately 20 Eev* It was 

decided to place the crystal face 2n from the target, since at that 

distance the neutron energy spread (assuming a point source) due to the 

(U) 



solid angle of the crystal was approximately eq.ual to that due to the 

thickness of the target to the bombarding protons. Bow the energy spread 

due to the solid angle of the crystal Is an increasing function of the 

energy, while that due to the target thickness is a decreasing function. 

Therefore, for neutron energies 500 - 800 Kiev, the total energy spread 

remains essentially constant and was calculated to he *-30 Kiev. 

The neutron flux was monitored with a long counter (efficiencyro 0.15$) 

o 
whose axis was at an angle of 42 to the neutron beam end whose face 

was 17.25” from the target. An attempt was made to use the long 

counter at 0°, hut the numerous resonances in the total neutron cross 

section of sodium in the energy range considered (A49) did not penult 

this simplification. At 42°, the crystal did not extend into the 

solid angle subtended at the target hy the long counter face. 

The Eal(Tl) crystal was mounted in a cup-like Incite light pipe 

and secured with a transparent wax. The lueite was then mounted on 

an EGA 5819 photomultiplier tube and secured with several turns of 

hlack electrical tape; Bow-Coming ”200" fluid insured an optical 

contact between the lueite and the tube face. The system was made light¬ 

tight with several thicknesses of black electrical tape. The tube and 

crystal were mounted in a horizontal position so that the axis of the 

crystal was in line with the bombarding proton beam. The photomultiplier 

was connected through a cathode-follower pre-amplifier to a linear 

amplifier, scalar and register, as was the long counter. The beam 

current to the target was also monitored. The final arrangement of the 

apparatus was as is shown in figure 4. 

(12) 





HI. EXPERIMEHmL PEOCEDUHE 

With the apparatus arranged as in figure 4., the crystal was bom¬ 

barded with neutrons and a pulse height distribution ms taken, giving 

the number of pulses from the crystal (per unit bean current) that lay 

within a certain energy interval* A typical curve is shown in figure 5. 

The distribution falls off smoothly with ineareasing energy of the gamma 

rays, but the counting rate ms not sufficiently high to indicate a 

definite cut-off. Talues of 7*0 (Ku49) and 7*2 Kev (G52) have been 

reported for the maximum energy of the gamma rays coming from the 

127. ./* . 128 reaction I (n,^ )I . These values are not inconsistent with the 

observed curve. 

128 
2 is radioactive with a half life of 25 min and decays as 

follows (BBS5Q); 

128 
A 

Therefore, to insure that none of the recorded pulses would be due to the 

decay electrons, it ms decided to bias between 2.25 end 5.60 Mev (the 

shaded area in figure 5*)» the upper limit being so placed to discriminate 

against cosmic radiation and other spurious high energy pulses. 

(14) 
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With the gamma ray energy interval determined, the energy of the 

bombarding neutrons was varied and the ratio "tf /H was recorded at each 

neutron energy ( T? is the total number of counts from the crystal, 0 is 

the total number of counts from the long counter). 

In carrying out the above procedure, considerable difficulty was 

experienced with fluorine contamination in the portion of the system, 

accessible to the protean beam. In particular^ the well-known gamma ray 

resonances at proton energies 1055 and I.38I Mav were recorded in the 

plot of if /&. In an attempt to remedy the situation, the teflon (CFg) 

insulators on the Jaws of the slit system that defines the proton beam 

emerging from the analyzing magnet were made somewhat smaller so that 

there would be no possibility that the protons could bombard an edge 

of the teflon that might protrud into the path of the beam* The first 

target used was held in place by a nickel ring upon which had been 

painted a thin coating of a ZnS-glyptal mixture to assist in centering 

the beam on the target. It was suspected that the glyptal might 

contain enough fluorine to produce the observed effect, and, hence, the 

retaining ring was covered with a glyptal-free silver blank* However, 

neither of these precautions succeeded in eliminating the observed fluorine 

resonances, and the final /M curve appeared as shown in Figure 6. 

Since the elusive source of fluorine could not be eliminated, it was 

decided to use the data represented in Figure 6., and to subtract from 

it the inown gamma ray yield-curve as a function of proton energy for 

the reaction F^(p, Tf )0e22 (W52). The resulting curve is shown in 

Figure 7* The estimated absolute error in Y/H is 15$. 

Since no resonances in the gamma ray yield resulting from radiative 

capture (as discussed in the Introduction) are expected for neutron 

(16) 
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energies greater than, about lOOEev, only absorption edges should 

present thaaselves* For this reason it was decided, even though the 

neutron energies extend over a range, to , of about 60 Eev, 

to plot all values at the neutron energy corresponding to , 

since it is this energy which will define the absorption edge, Therefore, 

the neutron energies are plotted (-60 Eev) * 

(19) 



17. imaPBETATIOH AIED DISCIBSCOH 

1, A Low-lying Level la Ha25 

The most significant feature of the curve of Figure 7* is the 

absorption edge at ^ r 410 Kev. The probable error in is estimated 

to be (* j^)&ev, one half of the separation of the experimental points. 

The curve has the characteristic shape expected by the analysis given In 

the Introduction. Since It Is extremely unlikely that there Is an 

127 
Isolated level In X in this energy region, the effect must be attrlbu- 

23 
ted to a lov-lying level in Ha . Under this assumption, the neutron 

23 
energy may be calculated in the center of mass system of Ha + n; it is 

fouod to be 393 (- f)sev, 

Endt and his co-*workers (Ea52), through the measurement of alpha* 

25 23 
particle group energies from the reaction 1% (d, <1 )Ha , conclude 

that there is a level in Ha at 427 ± 18 Kev. If the levels observed 

in the experiments are the same, the values are in fair agreement, since 

the energy of alpha-particles is difficult to measure and could easily 

be over-estimated. It is felt that the absorption edge-type measurement 

in the present investigation is probably more precise. 

It is interesting to note that Endt attempted to excite this level 

through the inelastic scattering of both protons and deuterons without 

success. A similar result was obtained by Stoddart and Gove (S52), 

also investigating the inelastic scattering of protons. However, the 

background was such, in this last experiment, that a low-lying level 

might not have been observed. Inasmuch as this level is observed in 

the reactions (d, oL ) and (n, n’}, it is difficult to understand why 

(20) 



It Is not excited by the (p, p*) and (d, d') reactions. 

2. Definition of Quantities 

Before proceeding with a further discussion of the curve of Figure f.f 

the following quantities are defined: 

~C - Total maaber of counts from the crystal. 

HV= Counting rate of the long counter (counts/ sec). 

B =. Total number of long counter counts. 

= Total number of neutrons passing through the crystal. 

Ic - Total number of captured neutrons. 

M = Counting rate of the long counter (counts/ sec) when irradiated 
by a standard source of neutrons placed at the same distance as 
was the target during the bombardment. 

Q - Total number of neutrons per second from the standard source. 

E = Q / (4^ M) neutrons/ster/long counter count. 

't - Bombardment time, such that B'^ = B* 

q = Btsaber of neutrons through the long couater/ster/sec. 

q* ■= q'd = Dumber of neutrons through the long counter/ster. 

A *• Humber of I 1 atoms in the crystal = 1,84 x 10 . 

Scx Sensitivity of the crystal = 0.20. 

Sensitivity of the long counter. 

u)L = Solid angle subtended by the long counter, lab system. 

Solid angle subtended by the long counter, center of mass system. 

<JOc= Solid angle subtended by the crystal, lab system. 

Solid angle subtended by the crystal, center of mass system. 

C - Cross section for the reaction Jl12®. 

(21) 



— leutron energy (Kev). 

AB - The "window" in which gamma rays could he counted 2.25 ~ 5.60 Mev. 

P - Prohahility that a gamma ray will He in AB. 

5. Analysis of Figure 7. 

The counting rate of the long counter, when a standard source of 

strength Q is placed in the same position as is the target for the 

determination of if /H, will he: 

M » (o\/4ic ) Q long counter counts/ sec. 

In the presence of the neutron team from the target, the counting 

rate will he} 

I* a q. cOL long counter counts/ sec. 

Therefore, 

4 = H' Q, / (4^ M) ^ B* B neutrons/ster/sec through 
the long counter. 

4' a jt* B' t B * 18 neutrons/ster through the 
long counter. 

5 
Using a standard Po-Be neutron source, M was found to he 2.9O x 10 

neutrons/ster/long counter count. 

How, t = Hc Sc P (IV .5.1) 

And, Bc » 8tAff (17.3.2) 

The cross section for the reaction Jl*2® has recently 

been measured by Martin and Taschek (B53) • Their results are shown in 

Plgure 8. The curve varies approximately as E^: 

(22) 





i p ~2h 
CT “ kx csa ; ^ * 4.75x10 

therefore, 

Bo = VH4 

And, 
-1 

* LAj.S^r (17.3.5) x t c n 

How, If "S' is the angle in the laboratory system at which the 

neutron emerges from the target, and if <f is the corresponding angle 

in the center of mass system, it can be shown that the respective 

elementary solid angles are related by (Ha4<?) i 

Sin2# Cos(4> -# ) / Sin2cf> * f (2^) (17.3.4) 

where f(B^) is a relatively slowly increasing function of the neutron 

energy (for #= 42,°); it can be evaluated (although not too accurately) 

for a particular 2^ by the use of the nomograph given in reference (Ha49). 

(For the range of neutron energies considered, 300 - 800 Xev, the change 

in f(S^) is less than 30$.) , 

At # ® 0°, Eq.. (17.3.4) becomes unity, and since the crystal is 

placed at # “ 0° 8 
CO t ~ 

(17.3.5) 

If it Is now assumed that the distribution of neutrons in the 

reaction T(p, n)He^ Is spherically symmetric in the center of mass 

system, we may write, in view of Eg.s» (17.3.4), (17.3.5): 

Humber of neutrons/ster (lab.) (# = 0°) — 

» Humber of nautrons/ster (c.m.) (# = 42°) 
52 Humber of neutrons/ster (lab) x f(%) (17.3.6) 

(24) 



(17.5.7) 

Therefore, evaluating both sides of Eq. (17.5.6): 

From Eqs. (17.5.5), (17.5.7)** 

jM - 3E^ A S P <4j B f (E^) (17.3.8) 

She curve shown in Figure 7. can he fitted almost erectly by the 

relation: 

,-5/4 ■€ /M = leg 29.I (17.5.9) 

Therefore: 

1 * I^(\ASC^B *(*fe) )_1 (17.3.10) 

Hence, the probability that a gamma ray from the capture of a neutron 

-3/4 
falls inside A E decreases a little sore rapidly than ER . From 

Bq. (rr.3.1), must vazy in the same manner. As may be seen from 

Eq. (17.3.5), falls off a little more rapidly than E^^*. If an 

explicit formula is desired for any of these quantities, a determination 

of f(Eij) must be madej all other quantities are known. 

It is rather difficult to understand why F should fall off as rapidly 

as is indicated by Eq. (17.5.10). However, this effect may be due to 

the rather unfortunate limitations placed on AEj if the range of AB 

could be extended down to background level (assuming that the number of 

counts due to the decay electrons could be accurately accounted for), a 

more accurate determination of the variation of P could be made, tfader 

these conditions, P would be expected to fall off much less rapidly with 

increasing neutron energy. 

(25) 



4. threshold Calibration with the Sal(Sl) Crystal 

She threshold determination for charged particle reaotions giving 

rise to monoenergetio neutrons is usually carried out uith a long counter. 

Zn the present experiment, however, the Hal(Tl) crystal itself was used in 

3 
the threshold calibration of the S(p, n)Se reaction. She observed 

curve (number of crystal counts per unit beam current) is shown in 

Figure 9. Since the cross section for radiative capture in iodine is 

auite large at low neutron energies, the probability that threshold 

neutrons will be captured and give rise to crystal counts through the 

emitted gamma rays is also high. Shis fact and the observed form of the 

curve in Figure 9. seem to indicate that the lal(Tl) crystal would be 

entirely satisfactory for such threshold calibration. 

(26) 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

In accordance with the previous discussions, the folio wins conclusions 

may he madet 

(1) Since the curve of /N vs. (Figure 7.) shows only one 

irregularity in the interval considered, and otherwise varies smoothly 

with the energy, it appears that the Hal(Tl) crystal can he used to 

investigate radiative capture processes in other elements and to determine 

something of their level structure. 

(2) An analysis of the absorption edge superimposed on the smoothly 

varying 'C f& curve of Figure 7. leads to the conclusion that there is 

a low-lying level in Ha at 393 V- 4) Kisv. This determination is in fair 

agreement with a previous investigation. 

(3) The form of the curve in Figure 9. suggests that the Hal(Tl) 

crystal can he used to good advantage as a calibration instrument in the 

threshold determinations of charged particle reactions giving rise to 

mono energetic neutrons. 

Further Investigations of radiative capture processes are planned 

for several elements, using both fast neutrons from protoas-on-tritlua 

and epithermal neutrons from pro tons-on-copper and pro tons - on-vanadi uni. 

(28) 
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